
B E L M O N T
O C C A S I O N A L  

C O L L E C T I O N

YOUR CHOICE OF 
NEW ZEALAND 
NATIVE RIMU OR 
AMERICAN ASH  

Sorenmobler has been creating
beautiful furniture since 1976. for
over 42 years the Sorensen family

and team have been making
furniture to stand the test of time

and be tomorrow's antiques  

BELMONT SIDE TABLE - ASH 
450L x 320W x 600H

BELMONT LAMP TABLE- ASH  
500L x 500W x 450H 

BELMONT COFFEE TABLE - ASH 
900L x 500W x 450H

BELMONT 2 DRAWER HALL TABLE - ASH 
1200L x 400 x 810H

PROUDLY MADE IN 

BY 
 NEW ZEALAND

BELMONT 1200 x 600 COFFEE TABLE - ASH

 whisper quiet drawer runners

 drawers polished
inside and out



ABOUT AMERICAN ASH 
American White Ash is a beautifully grained 

hardwood that is grown on the East Coast of the United States. 
Appreciated for its density stability and attractive grain, White Ash

is ideal for furniture construction and suited to both classic and
contemporary styles. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Sorenmobler Group - Wanganui, New Zealand 
www.sorenmobler.co.nz

ABOUT NEW ZEALAND RIMU 

New Zealand Rimu is a beautifully grained native timber which is
highly valued for its grain and colour. Very small amounts are

harvested each year which means New Zealand Rimu is
becoming very exclusive and highly sought after. 

Large trees can be up to 700 years old. Only milled on privately
owned forest blocks in New Zealand on Sustainable Management

Plans single trees are often extracted using Heli-Logging or by
taking a portable mill into the Forest and milling on site. Minimal

damage is done to the surrounding forest and more trees grow up
to replace any that are removed. New Zealand Rimu is truly a

very beautiful , very rare timber unique to New Zealand.

Manufacturer reserves the rights to change sizes and specifications without prior
notice. 
Colour is as accurate as printing process allows and will vary from suite to suite due
to timber being a natural product

Keep clean by wiping with a warm damp
cloth and a little detergent and then dry with

a soft cloth.
Avoid direct sunlight as much as possible,

keep away from other heat sources.
Do not use any furniture polish containing

silicon. 
BELMONT COFFEE TABLE - RIMU  

1200L x 600W x 450H

BELMONT SIDE TABLE - RIMU 
450L x 320W x 600H

BELMONT LAMP TABLE- RIMU  
500L x 500W x 450H 

BELMONT COFFEE TABLE - RIMU  
900L x 500W x 450H

10 Year Warranty 
The Belmont Occasional Collection comes with a comprehensive 10 year warranty
against faulty workmanship and material. Terms and Conditions apply - see website
for further details.


